Inhibitory synchronization of bursting in biological neurons: dependence on synaptic time constant.
Using the dynamic clamp technique, we investigated the effects of varying the time constant of mutual synaptic inhibition on the synchronization of bursting biological neurons. For this purpose, we constructed artificial half-center circuits by inserting simulated reciprocal inhibitory synapses between identified neurons of the pyloric circuit in the lobster stomatogastric ganglion. With natural synaptic interactions blocked (but modulatory inputs retained), these neurons generated independent, repetitive bursts of spikes with cycle period durations of approximately 1 s. After coupling the neurons with simulated reciprocal inhibition, we selectively varied the time constant governing the rate of synaptic activation and deactivation. At time constants <or=100 ms, bursting was coordinated in an alternating (anti-phase) rhythm. At longer time constants (>400 ms), bursts became phase-locked in a fully overlapping pattern with little or no phase lag and a shorter period. During the in-phase bursting, the higher-frequency spiking activity was not synchronized. If the circuit lacked a robust periodic burster, increasing the time constant evoked a sharp transition from out-of-phase oscillations to in-phase oscillations with associated intermittent phase-jumping. When a coupled periodic burster neuron was present (on one side of the half-center circuit), the transition was more gradual. We conclude that the magnitude and stability of phase differences between mutually inhibitory neurons varies with the ratio of burst cycle period duration to synaptic time constant and that cellular bursting (whether periodic or irregular) can adopt in-phase coordination when inhibitory synaptic currents are sufficiently slow.